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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new method to solve the permutation prob-
lem in the frequency domain source separation based on Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (ICA), for overdetermined case,
namely the case where the number of microphones is larger than
the number of sources. The method is based on the directivity
patterns of separation filters and the subspace method to estimate
the source directions. The source directions estimation method
uses a result of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as prepro-
cess of ICA. The separation experiments in a real environment
show that the proposed method gives good performance for the
permutation problem in the overdetermined case.

1. INTRODUCTION

Source separation is a technique that separates mixed sound
signals into each source signals. In recent years, meth-
ods based on ICA have been actively researched. In these
methods, signals are separated depending on the statistical
independency of source signals.

The separation problem is formulated as follows. As-
sume that � source signals are observed by � micro-
phones under the assumption� � � . The mixing model
is generally a convolutive mixture, but we can treat this as
instantaneous mixtures in the frequency domain by apply-
ing Short Time discrete Fourier Transform (STFT). The
mixing model is described as

���� �� � �������� �� � ���� �� (1)

where � is the integer denoting the frequency bin, � is the
frame index, ���� �� � ������ ��� � � � � �� ��� ���� de-
notes the observed signal vector, ���� �� � ������ ��� � � � �
�� ��� ���� denotes the source signal vector, ���� de-
notes a � � � mixing matrix and ���� �� is Gaussian
noise vector. The separated output signal vector���� �� �
�	���� ��� � � � � 	� ��� ���� is obtained as

���� �� ��������� �� (2)

where ���� is a � �� separation matrix. In the ICA
framework, ���� is determined adaptively so that the

output signals are mutually independent.
In the overdetermined source separation problem, namely

the case where the number of microphones is larger than
the number of sources, the more microphones generally
improve the separation performance. There are a lot of
methods for solving the overdetermined problem such as
methods using subarray [1] [2]. The typical one uses the
subspace method such as PCA for the preprocess of ICA
[3] [4] [5]. Followings are the advantages of using PCA
as the preprocessing of ICA. 1) Since the observed sig-
nals are pre-whitened at first, the convergence speed of
ICA is improved. (This advantage is not restricted to the
overdetermined case.) 2) The dimension of ICA input is
reduced from � to � . 3) The influence of the noise is
more suppressed as � is larger than � . We adopt PCA
not only for these purposes but also for source directions
estimation described later. The detail of PCA is discussed
in Sect.2.1.

If separation matrix���� is obtained by ICA,��������
gives another solution for any permutation matrix ����.
The permutation matrix ���� exchanges the row vectors
of ����. In the frequency-domain ICA, this causes the
remixture of the output signals in the time domain even
though the signals are separated in each frequency bin.
Many methods solving the permutation problem have been
proposed.

One of them is the method using the envelope corre-
lation of output signals [6]. In this method, one mis-
permutation at certain frequency bin causes mis-permutation
in other frequency bins. The method using directivity
patterns[7] is another effective method. This method esti-
mates the source directions by searching peaks of the di-
rectivity patterns of separation filters. Then we can judge
on which source each filter is focusing by the estimated
source directions and the directivity patterns so that the
permutation problem can be solved. The detail of this
method is described in Sect.2.3.

In this paper, the source directions are estimated by
using the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation method
based on the orthogonality of the noise subspace and the
signal subspace as in MUSIC method [8]. DOA estima-
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tion is achieved by using a result of PCA processes. The
proposed method is described in Sect.3.

2. SOURCE SEPARATION

2.1. Principal component analysis

The PCA uses the spatial correlation matrix ���� of
���� �� defined as

���� � E����� ���� ��� ��� (3)

The eigenvalues of���� are denoted as 
����� � � � � 
� ���
(
���� �� � � � �� 
� ���) and the corresponding eigen-
vectors are denoted as ������ � � � � �� ���. When the num-
ber of active sources is � and the number of microphones
is � , it is generally satisfied that


����� � � � � 
� ���� 
������� � � � � 
� ��� (4)

The vectors ������ � � � � �� ��� are the basis vectors spanned
the source signal subspace, and �������� � � � � �� ��� are
the basis vectors spanned the noise subspace. The PCA
matrix is determined as

������� � 	�
�

� ���
���� (5)

where	��� � diag�
����� � � � � 
� ����, 
��� � ������
� � � � � �� ����. We obtain the output signals as follows

������� �� ������������ �� (6)

2.2. Independent component analysis

The ICA algorithm used in this paper is the Infomax algo-
rithm [3]. Its learning rule is described as

������� ����������������� ����� ��� ��������
(7)

where � is the step size, ���� denotes the Hermitian trans-
position and ���� denotes the score function. The score
function in this paper is defined as

��	� � �tanh� � Re�	�� � �� tanh� � Im�	�� (8)

where G is the gain constant. We finally obtain the con-
verged matrix����� denoted by�������.

The entire separation matrix���� is given as follows

���� ��������������� (9)

Thus, the output signals are obtained as

���� �� ��������� �� (10)

Each row vector of���� is the separation filter focusing
on each source.
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Figure 1: Examples of directivity pattern

2.3. Conventional solution

In [7], the method for permutation using the directivity
patterns of separation filters is proposed. Assuming that
a steering vector is ���� ��, which is determined uniquely
by the array arrangement, the directivity patterns are de-
fined as

��� �� � ��������� ��� (11)

,and �	��� ��, which is the �th element of ��� ��, de-
notes the directivity pattern of �th separation filter. ICA-
based separation filter and the adaptive beamformer have
a similar goal to suppress signals located in certain direc-
tions. So analyzing the directivity patterns of the sepa-
ration filters is useful to judge on which source each fil-
ter is focusing. For example, Fig.1 shows the directivity
patterns in the case of two sources and two microphones
at different �. Searching the directions giving nulls, we
can estimate the source directions �� and ��. Then we ex-
change the channels of filter at each frequency bin in order
that �th output channel focuses on the �th source through-
out all frequency bin. This is the basic idea to solve the
permutation problem in [7].

In the overdetermined problem, the method of [7] is not
always effective, because the directions giving the nulls of
the directivity patterns of���� do not always correspond
to the source directions. Fig.2 shows an example of direc-
tivity patterns of���� in the overdetermined case. Since
���� steers the nulls toward not only the source direc-
tions, therefore directivity pattern of ���� fails to esti-
mate the source directions. In the next section, we adopt
the subspace method to estimate the source directions.
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Figure 2: Directivity pattern of ���� in an overdeter-
mined case

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we consider the case of � � �, � � �.
As the result of PCA, the eigenvectors of���� denoted by
��� ��� �� are obtained. The vector �� is the basis of the
noise subspace. Thus, ��� is used as a filter that suppresses
all source signals. This means that the directivity pattern
of ��� is applicable to estimate the source directions as
shown in Fig.3. The directions giving nulls correspond
to the source directions accurately. This DOA estimation
method is same as the MUSIC method [8]. The process is
as follows. At first we calculate the directivity patterns of
��� ��	� for all �	.

��� �	� � ���� ��	����� �	�� (12)

Next we search the directions ����	�,����	� (����	� �
����	�) giving nulls. Then we can estimate the source
directions ���,��� as the average of ����	�,����	� with re-
spect to �	.

��� � average�����	�� (13)
��� � average�����	�� (14)

Using the estimated source directions ��� and ���, we com-
pare ������� �	�with ������� �	�. If ������� �	� � ������� �	�,
the channel 	 filter is focusing on the source 1 at �	. And
if ������� �	� � ������� �	�, the channel � filter is focus-
ing on the source 1 at �	. Then the channel exchange pro-
cess follows. The flow of the proposed system is shown in
Fig.4.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULT

Separation experiments are performed in a real environ-
ment. The experimental situation is as follows. Three mi-
crophones are located in the shape of a triangle and source
signals are about 3 sec long voice signals in Japanese pro-
vided by ASJ (Acoustical Society of Japan) Continuous
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Figure 3: Directivity pattern of ��� ���
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Figure 4: Flow of the entire system

Speech Corpus for Research Database. We use two sources
and each source is located on the every 	
Æ position, �Æ� 	
Æ�
� � � � ���Æ. It is assumed that the array arrangement and the
number of sources are known. The physical parameters of
the recording room are shown in Fig.5. The parameters
are shown in Tab.1.

Fig.6 (a),(b) show the rate of incorrect permutation in
the case of using conventional method [7] and using the
proposed method respectively. For the purpose of the eval-
uation, we derive “correct permutation” from the cross
correlation between the output spectrogram and the source
spectrogram (provided in the experiment) [3]. Fig.6 (b)
shows that the permutation problem is almost solved by
the proposed method except in the case that two sources
are closely located.

Fig.7 shows the average of output Signal to Interfer-
ence Ratio (SIR). SIR is defined as the ratio between the
power of the desired signal and the power of the inter-
ference signal. The proposed method provides improved
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Figure 5: Recording environment

Table 1: Parameters
sampling frequency ���Hz

window length of STFT �
�
window shift of STFT ��

window function hamming
step size � ����	

 in score function � 100

SIR, especially when source direction difference is within
���Æ� ��Æ�.

5. CONCLUSION

A method to solve the permutation problem is proposed
by combining the method using directivity pattern and the
subspace DOA estimation method. Experiments show that
the proposed method gives higher rate of correct permuta-
tion.
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Figure 6: Error rate of the permutation at each source di-
rection: (a) conventional method (b) proposed method
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